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SUMMARY

One hundred capture cells from the trailing edge, which had lost their cover foils during flight, were

optically scanned for extended impact features caused by high velocity projectiles impinging on the cells

while the foils were still intact. Of 53 candidates, 24 impacts were analyzed by secondary ion mass

spectrometry for the chemical composition of deposits. Projectile material was found in all impacts, and at

least 75% of them appear to be caused by interplanetary dust particles. Elemental ratios are fractionated,

with refractory elements enriched in the impacts relative to interplanetary dust particles collected in the

stratosphere. Although this could be due to systematic differences in the compositions, a more likely

explanation is volatility fractionation during the impact process.

INTRODUCTION

The main scientific objective of LDEF experiment AO187-2 was the collection of interplanetary dust

material in space and its elemental and isotopic analysis in the laboratory. Although interplanetary dust

collected in the upper atmosphere has been available for analysis in terrestrial laboratories for more than a

decade (e.g., refs. 1, 2), the stratospheric collection undoubtedly is biased since not all extraterrestrial dust

particles entering the Earth's atmosphere are collected. For example, cometary dust particles have, on

average, a higher velocity and are therefore expected to have a much smaller survival probability of

atmospheric entry than dust grains originating from asteroids (refs. 3, 4). In order to obtain an unbiased

sample of interplanetary dust it is necessary to collect this material in space. LDEF provided an

unprecedented opportunity for this purpose, combining large collecting areas with long exposure times.

A fundamental problem for the collection of interplanetary dust material is the high relative velocity

of dust grains (10-15 km/sec). At these high velocities a major fraction of projectile material is lost upon

impact with most collection surfaces. A viable compromise is to forgo the collection of solid dust grains
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or fragmentsthereofandto concentrateon thecollectionof theiratomsin capturecells. LDEF carried
severalcapturecell experiments(AO023,AO138-2);theprincipleof AO187-2is shownin Figure1. A
targetplateiscoveredbyathin foil separatedby asmalldistance.A highvelocitydustgrainof sufficient
sizepenetratesthefoil andnormallyisdisruptedin theprocess,spreadingout intoa showerof debris.
Thisshowerimpactsthetargetplate,beingfurtherdisrupted,meltedandvaporized.The projectile
materialejectedfrom theimpactzoneis collectedon thebacksideof thefoil andthenanalyzed.
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Principle of capture cell of experiment AO 187-2.

A series of simulation experiments on laboratory dust accelerators proved this concept to be viable

(refs. 5-7): projectile material could indeed be collected on the surface of the target plate and the backside

of the foil and its elemental and isotopic composition measured. Since the collected material exists as a

thin surface deposit, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) with its extremely high surface sensitivity

proved to be the best-suited analysis technique. In fact, since one of the main objectives Of the experiment

was the isotopic measurement of dust material, AO187-2 was originally conceived and optimized for

SIMS analysis. The choice of materials was largely determined by the requirements for extreme purity and

high ion yields for SIMS analysis.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

LDEF experiment AO187-2 consisted of 237 capture cells, each 8.6 x 9.4 cm in size. A capture cell

in turn consisted of four polished high purity germanium plates, 42 x 39 x 0.5 mm, covered with a plastic

foil separated from the Ge plate by 2001.tm. The Ge plates were glued to an A1 base plate, the 2.5 l.tm thick

mylar cover foil was coated with 1300/_ of Ta on the backside and 100/_ of Au-Pd on the front side. Ta

was chosen to optimize the SIMS analysis of deposited projectile material; Au-Pd was chosen to protect

the foil from erosion by atomic oxygen in the residual atmosphere impinging on the leading edge of LDEF

(refs. 8, 9).

The capture cells occupied locations on three different trays. A full tray, E8, on the leading edge

contained 120 cells, 77 cells were mounted on tray E3 and 40 took up a third of tray C2, both on the

trailing edge. By having capture cells on both the leading and the trailing edge, the experiment was

expected to obtain information on both interplanetary dust and man-made space debris in low Earth orbit.

After the return of LDEF it was found that all capture cells on the leading edge tray E8 had lost their

plastic-metal foils and only 12 cells on the trailing edge had retained them, 11 on tray E3 and one on tray

C2. Four capture cells from tray E8 and 5 cells without foil from tray E3 were shipped to Messerschmitt-

Brlkow-Blohm in Germany, the rest of the cells went to Washington University. At present we do not

know why the foils failed or when this happened. The fact that 12 intact cells were found on the trailing
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edge indicates that the failure mechanism
probably was not the same for the two
locations. Atomic oxygenerosionstarting
from impactholesor spotswith damagesin
theprotectivemetalcoatingis a likely cause
for the completefailure of the cells on the
leadingedgeof trayE8. Thecapturecellson
the trailing edge, however, never were
exposed to an atomic oxygen flux. A
combinationof embrittlementby solar UV
and stressfailure under thermalcycling is a
possiblecausebut this hypothesishasto be
substantiatedby future tests. If we assume
thatthefailure of foils on thetrailing edgeis
anexponentialfunction of time, 67% of the
cells would have beenstill intact after one
year, the nominal deploymentduration for
LDEF.

Preliminary optical microscope
examinationof cells from the trailing edge
that had lost their cover foils (bare cells)
showednumerous"extendedimpactfeatures"
aswell astypicalhypervelocityimpactcraters
producedbydirecthits. Theextendedimpact
features resembled laboratory simulation
impactsproducedby projectile materialthat
hadpenetratedplasticfoils andhadsuffered
disruption. Apparently,theextendedimpact
featuresfoundon the bareLDEF cells were
producedby high velocity impactsonto the
cells while thefoils were still intact. Since
prior simulation studies(ref. 7) had shown
that extended impacts on the Ge plates
containedsufficient projectile material for
chemicalandisotopicanalysisby SIMS
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Figure 2. Lateral elemental profiles across plastic

foil and Ge wafer of the same simulation impact.

(Fig. 2), we first concentrated our analysis effort on the extended impacts found in the bare LDEF capture

cells from the trailing edge (trays E3 and C2). These were the best candidates to contain impacts of

interplanetary dust particles with a minimum contribution from orbital debris. Furthermore, foil survival

on 10% of trailing edge cells compared to none on the leading edge indicated that even foils that failed

lasted, on average, longer on the trailing than the leading edge.

All 100 bare capture cells from E3 and C2 in our possession were optically scanned for impact

features. During the scanning we developed criteria for the classification of these impacts and for the

selection of candidates for SIMS analysis. All selected candidates were further documented in a scanning

electron microscope (SEM). To date, a subset of these candidates has been analyzed by SIMS for the

chemical composition of deposited material.
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OPTICAL AND SEM CHARACTERIZATION

All bare cells in our possession from the trailing edge, 61 from tray E3 and 39 from tray C2, were

scanned under oblique illumination in an optical stereo microscope with a 12x objective and 20× eyepiece.

The A1 plates with the Ge wafers were mounted on a scanning stage whose position could be read with an

accuracy of 50 I.tm. The wafers were scanned a row (of 6.0 mm width) at a time. Recorded were the

locations of impact features and their sizes and other interesting properties. Among the impacts we

distinguished between "craters" and "extended impacts." Since Ge is very brittle, craters produced by

direct hits (i.e. without penetration of a foil) are not likely to contain much residual material from the

projectile and this expectation was confirmed by subsequent analysis. Figure 3 shows a SEM image of a

crater.

The extended impacts are the most

interesting since they are expected to

contain projectile material. They range

from 200 t.tm to 4000 pm in diameter and

were divided into two categories, A and B.

Category A comprises larger impacts that

are expected to contain deposits and are

high priority candidates for SIMS analysis.

Category B impacts are smaller and will be
studied last. Features that could not be

recognized with certainty as extended

impacts in the optical microscope were

classified as "possible extended impacts

(Category A or B)," and were examined in
more detail in the SEM. Figure 3. Crater produced by hypervelocity

impact onto Ge wafer without cover foil.

Extended impacts of category A and B
were further classified into four sub-

categories according to their morphology.

1) Craters surrounded by deposits (CD).

2) Ring-shaped features (RI).

3) Sprays (SP).

4) Spider webs (SW).

Figure 4 shows SEM micrographs of one of each morphology. The more detailed SEM images revealed

that in many cases an extended impact showed features of different categories (e.g. a crater surrounded by

deposits also had spider web features).

Scanning in the SEM was performed with a twofold purpose:

a) To check all features that had been classified as "possible extended impacts" during the initial

optical scanning to determine which of them are true "extended impacts."

b) To document in detail all extended impacts to be selected for SIMS analysis.

Table 1 gives a summary of the results of the optical scanning. So far, 98 of 157 possible extended

impacts have been examined in the SEM and five of them have been reclassified as extended impacts (2

CD, 3 RI).
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Figure 4. Morphologies of extended impacts: Craters surrounded by

deposits (upper left), ring (upper right), spray (lower left), and

spider web (lower right).

Table 1. Classification of impacts on bare

capture cells from the trailing edge

Extended Impacts CD RI SP SW Total

A 14 8 8 23 53

B 5 42 94 14 155

Possible Extended

Impacts A 157
B 177

Craters 203

During the SEM documentation of extended

impacts energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectra

were obtained in most cases, especially if

fragments were observed in the area of the

impact. However, fragments usually turned out

to be pieces of the Ta coating of the mylar foil or

other apparent contaminants. Generally it was

not possible to detect any elements besides Ge.

An exception was Si which is present in

quantities detectable by EDX on all Ge wafers
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from the leading and trailing edge. The Si concentrations on the wafers are non-uniform, being highest on

the edges and lowest in the middle of the Ge plates. The most likely cause for this ubiquitous Si

background is outgassing or migration of the RTV used to bond the Ge onto the A1 substrate (in spite of

the space rating of this material). This unfortunate circumstance deprived us (with a few exceptions) of the

opportunity to measure one of the most important cosmochemical elements in the projectile deposits.

A comparison of the extended impact features on Ge from the trailing edge and simulation impacts

produced on the same foil-target assembly in the Munich plasma dust accelerator (refs. 10, 11) at velocities

between 3 and 8 km/sec shows significant differences. The LDEF impacts are, on average, larger and

much more irregular. The simulation impacts usually are spider webs with a high degree of rotational

symmetry or ring-shaped features with typical diameters of 100-200l.tm. There are two possible

explanations for the large irregular impact features found on the Ge plates from the trailing edge. One is

that many impacts were produced by projectiles that hit the capture cells at oblique angles. The second is

that the foil had already been damaged and some of it had curled up when the impact occurred, leading to a

much more complex foil-target geometry than for the simulation impacts, which were produced at normal
incidence.

SIMS ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED IMPACTS

For SIMS analysis the Ge wafers were cut into smaller pieces containing extended impacts of

interest. This was done by a newly developed laser cutting technique, which avoids any of the

contamination incurred by sawing. A CW YAG laser beam of 1.06 I_m wavelength was focussed onto the

rough backside of the Ge wafer (this side has a higher absorption at this wavelength than the polished

front side). At a power of 50 W a short scan across the wafer at a speed of 5 crrdsec was sufficient to

cause a break along the scanned line most of the time. Sometimes the wafers broke along other defects or

along crystal boundaries; however, in all such cases intact pieces of appropriate size could be obtained for

ion probe analysis.

To date 24 of a total 53 extended impacts of category A have been analyzed by SIMS for the

chemical composition of projectile deposits. All measurements were made on the Washington University

ion microprobe, a modified CAMECA IMS 3f instrument. For chemical analysis we obtained lateral

scanning profiles across the impact features. For this purpose at each analysis point an O- primary ion

beam of 1-2 nA current was rastered over an area of 401.tmx401.tm. As the primary ion beam sputtered

away the surface of the analyzed sample layer by layer, positive secondary ions selected from the central

portion of the rastered area by a beam aperture were mass analyzed in a double focussing magnetic mass

spectrometer and counted by an electron multiplier detection system.

Multi-element depth profiles are obtained by cycling the mass spectrometer through a set of isotopic

masses of the selected elements. After analysis of a given area consisting of 40 cycles the sample is

stepped (by 40 or 50 _m) to the next area. Fig. 5a shows a SEM micrograph of an extended impact after

two step-scanning analyses were made on this sample. The individual depth profiles were integrated over

cycles 4 to 40 to obtain lateral profiles in the form of the integrated secondary ion intensity as a function of

lateral distance. The first three cycles were not included in order to reduce the effect of surface

contamination and because a variety of artifacts are encountered during sputtering of the very surface.
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Ion signals associatedwith material
from the impactscould bedetectedin all 24
analyzedimpact areasbut large variations
were observedbetweenindividual impacts.
For example, the ratio of the maximum
24Mg+ signal to the 72Ge+signal for an
individual lateralintensityprofile variesover
almost5ordersof magnitude.

The ideal caseis shownby theprofile
of Fig. 5b,which correspondsto thetopscan
in Fig. 5a. This scan has well defined
maximafor all the isotopicmassesmeasured
exceptfor 72Ge+.It is oneof thefew cases
where the 28Si+ also displays a clear
maximum above background; the latter,
however, is much higher for this element
than for all the others (since the yield of
positivesecondaryionsis lessfor Si thanfor
Mg, A1,Ca and Fe; this discrepancyin the
backgroundis actually much larger than is
indicatedby theplot of Fig. 5b). Theprofile
acrossimpactEO3-2-19C-1is alsooneof the
few which gives a clear signal for Ni ÷ at
mass 60. The reason is that the signals
associatedwith impactdepositsarerelatively
high compared to the Si background. In
most other cases, thesesignals are much
lowersothatthemolecularinterferencefrom
28SIO2+dominatesatmass60.

In order to obtain elemental
abundances, the ion yields of different
elementsaswell asthe isotopic abundances
haveto be takeninto account.Table2gives
sensitivityfactorsS relativeto Si sothat

CEI_ IEI /SEllS i

Csi Isi

where C are the atomic concentrations and I

are the secondary ion signals (corrected for

isotopic abundances) for the element of

interest and the standard element Si. The

sensitivity factors were determined from

measurements on four different glasses

(Lunar Analog Glass, Solar Glass NTR-1,

Window Glass and Dunite Glass).
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Figure 5. Ion microprobe elemental scans across

impact E03-2-19C-1. Profiles in b and c corre-

spond to the upper scan in the SEM micrograph.
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Because of the problems with Si contamination of the Ge

wafers we normalized the lateral intensity profiles to Mg by applying

the relative sensitivity factors of Table 2. The resulting profiles of

atomic elemental ratios are shown in Fig. 5c. One feature typical for

almost all impacts is apparent from this figure: elemental ratios

change across a lateral profile or, in other words, the deposits from

the impact have different spatial distributions for different elements.

For example, the Fe/Mg ratio has a minimum at lateral position 200

I.tm, where all the elements show a maximum, and changes by more

than a factor of two 80-100 I.tm to the left and right of the maximum

position. This can also be seen directly in Fig. 5b where the 56Fe+

profile is slightly wider between positions 100 _m and 300 I.tm than

the 24Mg+ profile. This means that Fe apparently is distributed over

a wider area than Mg.

Table 2. Secondary ion

sensitivity factors

relative to Mg.
Element S

Na 3.28 + .15

A1 0.77 + .09

Si 0.13 + .01

Ca 1.47 + .24

Ti 0.50 + .04

Cr 0.38 + .15

Mn 0.51 + .09

Fe 0.47 + .07

Most impacts show even more complex

distributions of the deposited elements. An

example is impact CO2-1-20D-2 whose SEM

micrograph after SIMS analysis is shown in

Fig. 6a. The corresponding lateral intensity

profile is displayed in Fig. 6b. There are

several interesting observations to be made

on this impact, which was classified as CD

(crater with deposits). The first is that the ion

signals of elements apparently deposited from

the projectile (Mg, Ca, Fe) are much lower in

the crater itself (dip in the middle of the

profile) than in surrounding areas. Secondly,

the concentrations of Mg and Fe are much

higher to the left of the crater than to the

right, although on the SEM micrograph the

area to the right shows much more

"structure" in the impact. The reason for this

apparent paradox is that what is "seen" in the

SEM is mostly damage to the Ge surface by

high-velocity debris from the impact, which,

however, contains only little deposited

material, while the deposits themselves are

not seen in the SEM. Finally, in this impact

different elements have very different spatial

distributions: the 56Fe+ signal is higher than

the 40Ca+ signal to the left of the crater, but

lower to the right. It is likely that such

changing elemental ratios reflect

heterogeneities in the chemical composition

of the original projectile.
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An even more extreme example of elemental heterogeneity is shown in Fig. 7, depicting a large

extended impact (C02-1-14C-2) classified as SW (spider web) together with the results of two lateral

scans (the short scans in the SEM micrograph). Not only do the absolute concentrations differ between

the two scans (Fig. 7b,d) but there are also large differences in the elemental ratios (Fig.7c,e).

The non-uniform distribution of different elements in the deposition area of a given extended impact

makes it difficult to obtain average elemental ratios. As a compromise we have taken elemental ratios

determined at the maximum of the 24Mg+ signal for a given scan. Histograms of these elemental ratios are

plotted in Fig. 8 together with histograms of the same ratios measured by SIMS on individual stratospheric

dust particles of probable extraterrestrial origin (ref. 12). Chondritic compositions are indicated for

reference. The ratios measured in projectile deposits on the LDEF Ge wafers not only show much wider
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Figure 8. Histograms of elemental ratios in LDEF deposits
and interplanetary dust particles.



distributionsthanthoseof IDPs but themeanof
thedistributionsaresystematicallyshiftedrelative
to oneanother.This shift is towardlowervalues
for Fe/Mgbut towardhighervaluesfor theother
threeratios,AI/Mg, Ca/Mg,andTi/Mg.

Thereareatleasttwoexplanationsfor these
differences.Thefirst is simply thattheparticles
whosematerialwascollectedon the Ge wafers
onLDEF havechemicalcompositionsthatdiffer
significantly from thoseof IDPs collectedin the
stratosphere. The second is that the impact
processcausedstrongfractionationbetweenthe
elementssothat thecompositionsof thedeposits
donot accuratelyreflect thoseof theprojectiles.
OnereasontheparticlesthatimpactedLDEFhave
compositionsdifferent from IDPscouldbethata
majorportionof themarenot interplanetarydust
but man-madedebris. This,however,is unlikely
in ourcase.First, collectionon thetrailing edge
discriminates to a large extent againstorbital
debris. Furthermore, Mg is the dominant
elementin mostimpactscomparedto Fe,A1,Ca
andTi. This is notexpectedfor mostman-made
debris in orbit, which in this size range is
presumably dominated by Al-oxide particles
from the exhaust of solid fuel rockets.
Moreover, we did not detectany impactsthat
containprimarily A1(Fig. 9).

Before we consider the possibility of
differences in the chemical composition of
interplanetarydustparticlescollectedon LDEF
and in the stratosphere,we have to discuss
elementalfractionationduringtheimpactprocess.
There is evidencefor such fractionation from
simulationimpactsonto the samefoil/Ge wafer
targetsasflown on LDEF. The analysisof 12
extendedimpactson the Geproducedby Lunar
Analog Glass and Solar Glass showed

fractionation between Mg and the other elements

in the deposits with average fractionation factors

relative to Mg of 0.28 for Fe, 0.58 for Si, 1.60

for A1, 1.95 for Ti and 2.41 for Ca. A

fractionation factor smaller than one means that,

compared to the projectile, less of the element is

found in the deposition area than Mg and the
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Figure 9. Scatter plots of elemental ratios in
LDEF impact deposits and in interplanetary
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oppositeis thecasefor fractionationfactorsgreaterthanone.Wenotethatelementalfractionationsare
relatedto therelativevolatilitiesof theelementsduringhightemperatureevaporationandcondensation:the
elementsFeandSi aremorevolatilethanMg andaredepletedin thedepositsrelativeto Mg whileA1,Ca
andTi aremorerefractoryandareenhancedrelativeto Mg.

Duringtheimpactapparentlya largepartof theprojectileeithermeltsor evaporates.Elementswith
differentvolatilitiesbehavedifferentlyduringthisprocess.MorevolatileelementssuchasFearealmost
completelyvaporizedandexpandintoa largervolumebeforetheycondenseontotheGeandfoil surfaces.
More refractoryelements,on theotherhand,eitherremainin themeltor, if theyevaporate,condense
soonerandthereforeontoamorelimitedarea.Exceptfor the(small)fractionthatescapesthroughthe
penetrationhole,all of theprojectilematerialis retainedinsidethecapturecell butsome(preferentiallythe
morevolatileelements)isdistributedoversuchalargeareathatit is lost in thebackground.For example,
if thematerialof a 10t.tmprojectileis spreadoutoveranareaof 1mmdiameter,its thicknessisonly 2.5
atomicmonolayers,only 1/6of amonolayerfor the4mm largestobservedextendedimpact.

Figure9showsscatterplotsof pairsof elementalratiosfor theLDEF depositsandindividualIDPs.
Alsoshownarethechondriticcompositionsandtheshiftsin thesecompositionsif thismaterial
experiencedthesameelementalfractionationsasthosedeterminedin theimpactsimulationexperiments.
ThedifferencesbetweenmostLDEFdepositcompositionsandtheIDPcompositionsqualitativelyagree
with theshiftsexpectedfromfractionationduringimpacts,exceptthatthedifferencesaremuchlargerthan
theshiftspredictedfrom fractionation.However,wecannotexcludethepossibilitythatelemental
fractionationsareactuallymuchhigherduringimpactsonLDEF thanduringsimulationimpacts.We have
alreadypointedout thattheLDEFextendedimpactson theGearegenerallymuchlargerthanthe
simulationimpactsfrom whichtheabovefractionationfactorswerederived. It is reasonableto expectthat
elementalfractionationfactorsincreasewith thesizeof theextendedimpactfeature.However,the
uncertaintyin thisextension,theextremelyirregularstructureof mostimpactfeaturesandthefactthatthe
fractionationfactorsundoubtedlydependon thecompositionof theprojectileitself setafundamentallimit
to theextentto whichtheprojectilecompositioncanbederivedfromthemeasuredcompositionof the
deposits.

Tentativelywecanidentify mostof theLDEFimpactsasbeingcausedby cosmicdustparticles.Six
datapointsin Fig. 9 fall completelyoutsideof thepredictedtrendduetoelementalfractionation(theyare
enclosedin ellipsesin theFigures).Fourof themhaveextremelyhighA1/Mg,Ti/Mg andCa/Mgbut also

very high Fe/Mg and are likely to be contaminants. The other two have low A1/Mg ratios. This leaves us

with 18 (75%) impacts of likely interplanetary origin. While some of them have only little deposited

material, some have plenty of it (see, e.g., Figs. 5, 6 and 7) and are candidates for future isotopic

measurements. We also plan additional chemical analyses of elements that can easily be detected as

negative secondary ions such as C, O, and S.
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CONCLUSIONS

°

.

°

.

.

.

.

SIMS analyses of 24 extended impact features on Ge surfaces from "bare" trailing edge capture cells

show evidence for projectile material in all of them, but there are large variations in the detected
concentrations.

The deposits are very thin and cannot be detected by EDX analysis; SIMS appears to be the only
method to detect them.

Elemental concentrations on the Ge do not correlate exactly with impact features seen in the SEM

images; the latter are dominated by damaged regions which contain little projectile material.

There is evidence for large variations of elemental ratios within a given extended impact, indicating a

heterogeneous chemical composition of the projectile.

Comparison with simulation impacts indicates that most LDEF impacts analyzed by SIMS were

caused by small (< 10_tm) projectiles.

At least 75% of the analyzed impacts appear to be from interplanetary dust particles but elemental

ratios scatter much more than those measured in IDPs collected in the stratosphere.

Elemental ratios are also shifted compared to IDPs, with refractory elements being relatively

enriched. These shifts are likely to be due to elemental fractionation effects caused by evaporation

during the impact process, but systematic differences between IDPs and LDEF impacts cannot be
ruled out.

FUTURE WORK

Fractionation effects should be much less pronounced in isotopic ratios than in elemental ratios.

Moreover, such effects will not obscure large anomalies of specific isotopes (if present) such as those

found by us in studies of interstellar grains isolated from meteorites (ref. 13). As a consequence, future

work will concentrate on isotopic measurements in those impacts that have been found in our initial survey

to contain sufficient amounts of projectile material.

We have also refrained from studying the 12 intact (precious) capture cells until our handling and

analysis techniques had been perfected on the more abundant, extended impacts found in the bare cells.

The analysis of the intact cells should provide a critical test of the usefulness of our capture cell concept

for future space flight experiments.

Detailed studies of impacts on the cells from the leading edge tray E8 should yield data relevant to

the orbital debris problem. The ratios of extended impacts to single craters in these cells should allow us

to determine when the plastic cover foils failed on the leading edge capture cells.

This work was supported by NASA Grant NAG-l-l174 and ESTEC AOP/WK/303284.
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